Audi a4 b7 relay diagram

The problem is either the sensors of these devices or the wiring. B Code B appears when a
faulty engine control unit. The problem is usually solved by flashing the device. P17D8 Clutch
overheating. This error is accompanied by a limitation of engine torque. The cause of the
problem may be a malfunction of the clutch disc due to its natural wear. When reading an error,
it may be output in P17D format. P On Audi A4 B6, 8E and other versions, this code indicates
the reduced throughput recorded in the exhaust gas recirculation system. P, Error P is
associated with a decrease in the efficiency of the catalyst system registered in the first row of
cylinders. P For cars and other years of production, this code reports a low efficiency of the
front catalyst, located in the front row. P Low efficiency of the front catalyst assembly. The
problem is observed in the second row of cylinders. P If error P, the engine control unit reports
the detection of a serious leak recorded in the gas tank ventilation system. P This error
indicates a malfunction in the vacuum system of the brake booster. In some cases, the cause of
the problem is a malfunction of the brake lining, as well as the lack of fluid in the expansion
tank under the hood. You should also check the wear of the pads. P Code P reports that the
control unit of the power unit is blocked. As a result of blocking, the operation of some systems
may be disrupted, sometimes starting the engine is impossible. P General code indicating
problems with the cooling system, possible causes of the problem:. P Code P or P appears
when there is a leak in the intake system. Air may leak through mechanical damage to the line
or pipe. With error P, it is also necessary to check the quality of the hose connections and the
degree of tightening of the clamps. P Error in the mechanism for controlling the bypass valve of
the coolant. The power unit may overheat. It is necessary to test the operation of the thermostat,
since with such a problem, violations in the operation of the engine cooling circles are possible.
PB If on a car in , and other years of production, the computer issues this code PB, this
indicates that the pressure in the fuel rail is outside the normalized range. The combination can
be displayed in the form of code P P The error code may be displayed as a combination of P
Literally, this malfunction stands for "lowering the pressure level in the fuel line. Perhaps the
problem is the poor contact of the device with the wiring caused by oxidation or the formation
of corrosion on the contacts of the connector. Perhaps the problem is also due to poor sensor
contact with the network. The main symptom of such a problem is the long start of the engine
with prolonged cranking of the crankshaft with a starter. Possible damage to the fuel lines or
the weakening of one of the clamps. It is necessary to visually check the operation of these
elements, as well as test them with a multimeter. Replacement of a pusher should be carried out
not less often, than each 50 thousand km of run. P Code P indicates increased pressure in the
fuel rail. Perhaps the problem is the valve freezing, which led to a malfunction of the fuel return
lines. The reason may be a clogged fuel filter. P, , Code P indicates a decrease in throughput in
the operation of the fuel tank ventilation system malfunction in the operation of the emission
control system. Check the lines for clogging. P If P error appears on the tidy, this is due to a
critically low fuel level in the gas tank. Sometimes the problem is the short circuit of the fuel
volume sensor. If the fuel level is critical, this can be determined by the instrument cluster. P
Malfunction in the gas tank ventilation system. The control unit reports that the impulse to the
fuel leak check pump device is interrupted. The problem may be cable damage or short circuit
of contact elements. Because of this, device malfunction information may not appear on the
dashboard display. The user needs to test the operation of the bulb under the marking K P The
control unit detected a short circuit to the positive terminal in the electrical circuit of the fuel
additive pump for the operation of the particulate filter. To resolve the problem, a detailed
diagnosis of the V device is performed. P The problem is similar, only with a short to ground.
The user is advised to verify the integrity of the wiring, as the error may be due to its damage. P,
P Malfunctions in the particulate filter or differential pressure controller. The cause of the
problem may be a malfunction in the power line or an incorrect pulse that is transmitted through
it. P Failure of the additive pumping device for the functioning of the particulate filter element. P
The on-board computer detected that the container with the additive for the particulate filter was
empty. P Damage to the power supply line to the additive reservoir controller for the particulate
filter device. The user needs to test in detail the operation of the element marked G P Error P or
denotes a lean fuel mixture, fixed when forming in the first row of engine cylinders. P The
engine control module reports the depletion of the air-fuel mixture when it is formed in the
second row of cylinders. P The control unit reports a deviation in the amount of fuel injected in
the first cylinder of the engine. The problem may affect the formation of the air-fuel mixture. P,
This error occurs when misfire is detected in one of the engine cylinders. The malfunction can
be displayed in the form of code P As a result of the impurities that are contained in the fuel, the
nozzles could clog and function incorrectly under a certain operating mode of the power unit or
constantly. This can happen when the piston rings are worn or broken, or they are buried. The
problem may occur in case of malfunctioning of the gas distribution mechanism. P, On Audi A4

B5 cars and other versions, error code P is associated with the calculation of the misfire of the
air-fuel mixture recorded in the second cylinder. P The combination P appears when a misfire is
detected in the fourth cylinder of the power unit. P, Code P reports that the speed level of the
idle adjustment system is significantly higher than normalized values. P Malfunction in the
system for determining the parameters of the combustible mixture. The cause of the problem
should be sought in the front row of the engine. P Error occurs when the depletion of the
air-fuel mixture formed in the second row of cylinders. The problem is with the air supply; there
may be an oversupply or lack of air. It is necessary to test the oxygen controller, as well as the
mass air flow sensor. P Re-enrichment of fuel in the system during adaptation of the air-fuel
mixture. The problem manifests itself in the first row of cylinders when the power unit is
operating under load, that is, at revs above idle. P The on-board computer reports a depletion of
the air-fuel mixture during operation of the power unit under load. This means that the engine
speed must be higher than idle. The problem should be sought in the first row of cylinders. P
Code P appears when the air-fuel mixture is overdepleted in the first row of engine cylinders.
The problem appears when driving at idle. P The control unit reports a re-enrichment of the
air-fuel mixture in the front row of the engine. The problem is registered when the power unit is
idling. P An on-board computer recorded re-enrichment of the air-fuel mixture during engine
idle operation. The cause of the problem should be sought in the operation of the second row of
cylinders. P Error - malfunctions of the valve timing, which led to misfire in the first row of
engine cylinders. P10A4 Malfunction in the inlet air control flap. To resolve the problem, it is
recommended to dismantle and disassemble the elements of the air flow supply system, then
clean them and remove traces of oil deposits. You should also disassemble the valve and clean
it, check the operation of the electric motor. PA Code PA00 appears in the event of a
malfunction in the engine shut-off system. Error PA00 may be accompanied by malfunctions in
the engine. PB Error code PB00 appears when the engine fluid pressure sensor is not working
properly. With a PB00 error, it is necessary to check not only the controller, but also the quality
of the consumable. The malfunction can be accompanied by the appearance of an icon on the
dashboard in the form of an oiler, as well as the inscription "oldruck". PD Code can be
displayed as a combination of PD This error indicates an incorrect engine oil pressure. The user
needs to check the operation of the monitoring sensor of this parameter. The cause of the
malfunction may be the use of a consumable and filter that has been used up for its useful life.
In practice, the error often disappears after replacing the fluid and filter. P, Codes P or P appear
during incorrect operation of the valve shift system in the lateral direction. The control unit
notes that the nominal value of the parameters in the first row of cylinders has not been
reached. P The on-board computer detected malfunctions in the early phase shift system. The
problem is fixed in the first row of cylinders and noted, then the nominal value during the shift
is not reached. A detailed check of all components, including sensors and the control unit, is
required. The problem must be sought in the work of the right rear issue in the first bank. The
control unit notes that the reason is the opening angle is too early. P The on-board computer
notes that the nominal lateral valve timing has not been reached. The cause of the problem
should be sought in the operation of the sensors or cylinders. P The control unit reports that
the nominal value when shifting the valve timing to the earlier side has not been reached. The
cause of the problem may be in the second row, in the camshaft. It is necessary to visually
check the pulley, there may be signs of wear in the form of broken teeth. P, Code P means
incorrect air pressure at the inlet, false mass readings are possible. The problem may be due to
air flow, incorrect throttle angle, or malfunction of the flow meter. A detailed check of the mass
air flow sensor for clogging is required - if the regulator is clogged, it must be cleaned. It is
necessary to check the operation of the sensor, but the problem may lie in the coolant itself, in
particular, in its low quality. Sometimes the problem is the absence or low level of
consumables, then the malfunction is accompanied by the appearance on the dashboard of the
icon with the inscription "Coolant". P On-board computer recorded the deviation of the volume
of injected fuel on the second cylinder of the engine. P Deviation of the amount of fuel injected
on the third cylinder. A possible reason may be the nozzles, so you need to check their integrity
and performance. P Deviation of the amount of fuel injected in the sixth cylinder of the engine. It
is necessary to test the operation of the injectors and the engine control unit. P, On Audi A2, A6
C7 and other models of and other years of production, this code appears when the efficiency of
the catalyst system is low. The cause of the problem should be sought in the second row of
cylinders. The error can affect the functioning of the power unit as a whole. P, Codes P or
appear when there is a malfunction in the secondary air supply system. If this error appears on
the panel, the user must look for a reason for the reduction in bandwidth. P Code P or P appears
when the throughput registered in the first row of the secondary air supply system decreases. P
Error is a consequence of the depletion of the combustible mixture during engine operation

under load. The cause of the problem should be sought in the second row of the engine
cylinders. P Incorrect operation of the pump injector valve installed in the first engine cylinder.
The on-board computer notes that the problem is related to the output of the signal from the
control range, the impulse is below the critical limit. Error requires a detailed check of the N
device. P Code indicates a decrease in pressure in the pipe between the throttle body and
turbine. P Malfunction of the torque control system. The control unit reports that the control
limit has been exceeded. P The microprocessor module has registered a reduced throughput in
the operation of the secondary air supply system. P Reduced throughput in the operation of the
secondary air supply system, a fault should be sought in the front row. P Failure in the
operation of the valve timing control device The cause of the problem should be sought in the
first row of the engine cylinders. P The on-board computer notes that adaptation has not been
initiated in the operation of the throttle control module. Engine malfunctions are possible,
including reduced traction and increased fuel consumption. Verification of J device required. P
Code is fixed if the intake flaps of the first row of cylinders do not close for some reason. P
Code indicates that the intake flaps located in the first row of cylinders do not open for some
reason. P Error on B7 cars and other models is due to a malfunction in the intake flaps.
Elements located in the second row of cylinders do not open or do not open to the end. P,
Malfunctions in the intake manifold with variable geometry. The control unit reports that the
damper is stuck in the open position and does not close. A possible cause may be a valve in the
system that is out of order and needs to be replaced. P The on-board computer detects the
formation of a lean air-fuel mixture when driving at high speeds. P If the code P appears on the
display in A5, B8 or another model, this indicates a depletion of the combustible mixture when
idling. The cause of the problem should be sought in the first row of cylinders; the exact
number is not indicated. P The control module received a signal from the first oxygen regulator,
installed in row 1, about the re-enrichment of the air-fuel mixture. P Code indicates a
malfunction or low efficiency in the operation of the catalytic system, the problem is observed
in the first engine bank. P The control unit reports a too low temperature of the power unit, the
possible causes of the malfunction:. P Malfunction in the inlet flap. The control unit reports that
the lower limit in the operation of the devices has not been reached, which means that they do
not open to the end. Diagnostics of the G42 sensor is required. B Malfunction in the rear view
camera, it is necessary to test the device itself, as well as the quality of its connection to the
network. C10AD 29 Failure or malfunction of the power steering motor position controller. Error
C10AD29 may be accompanied by the inscription "the shutdown system worked on impact. P,
The increased signal level coming from the intake air temperature controller. It is necessary to
check the operation of the G42 sensor, as well as its connection to the mains. P, The on-board
computer cannot determine the presence of the first oxygen controller located in a row of 1
cylinders. P, Code P or appears when there is a malfunction in the second oxygen controller
installed in the first row of cylinders. The control unit notes that it does not determine the
activity of the regulator. The problem may be cable bending. P, The combinations P, P or appear
when the charge pressure sensor is broken. The parameters coming from the controller go out
of the control range well above the upper limit. P, , The code P or P appears when the boost
pressure sensor is not working properly. This error indicates that the controller reads out of the
adjustment range. With error P, the controller value is well below the minimum limit. P, With
error P, the control unit detects a malfunction in the engine speed controller. A detailed check
of the G28 is required. A possible cause may be an incorrect signal coming from the controller.
P, Damage to the IAC - engine idle speed controller. P Failure of the engine speed controller G
Perhaps the malfunction is associated with fixing the absence of one of the teeth on the shaft. P
Combination P indicates a malfunction in the camshaft position controller. The problem may be
a malfunction of the regulator or poor contact with the wiring, as well as a clogged connector or
the formation of rust on its pins. P, Malfunction of the gearshift controller. An incorrect signal is
being sent to the engine control unit or there is no pulse at all. If error P, the user needs to test
the operation of the device F P Error on cars and other years of release appears when there is a
malfunction in the fuel pressure sensor. The problem is that the signals are out of the
adjustment range. The pulse from the sensor was below the critical limit. It is necessary to test
the operation of the device and its wiring. P Code on Audi Q 5, B 4 and other versions indicates
a malfunction in the lambda probe installed after the catalyst device in the second row. The
control unit notes that the controller has reached the upper control limit. The problem should be
sought in the operation of the regulator b2 s1. P Code appears when an incorrect pulse is
received from the clutch pedal controller. The user needs to test the operation of the F36 device
in detail. P Code appears when the pressure control sensor 3 installed in the automatic gearbox
breaks or malfunctions. The user needs to test the operation of the N device and its electrical
circuit, since the problem may be related to the wiring. P Code P can be displayed as a

combination of P or This error indicates problems with the operation of the intake flap position
controller. If error , the user is advised to check the wiring, because the controller gives an
incorrect signal. P Code P reports a malfunction in the position controller of the intake flaps
located in the second row. The problem is due to incorrect data coming from the sensor. P The
combination of appears when the nitric oxide controller located in the second bank
malfunctions. The cause of the problem may be the heating element. P Literally, this code can
be translated as "a malfunction of the engine coolant level switch sensor. P Mechanical
malfunction or damage to the fuel pressure controller. First you need to visually inspect the
sensor and if defects are visible on it, then replace it. P Also, a code indicating problems in the
operation of the fuel regulator. It is necessary to test the operation of the device and its wiring,
since the cause may be a short circuit in the power line. P Malfunction of the camshaft
controller. The problem may be the absence of a signal from the sensor, which may be due to
damage to the cable or disconnecting the device. P Failure of the second rotary angle sensor of
the throttle actuator It is necessary to test in detail the operation of the G controller and its
wiring. On cars A6 , C5 and other models, this code appears when the controller is damaged or
if it is poorly connected to the mains. Check the sensor connector. C10C8 Error code C10C
appears when the air suspension sensor malfunctions. It is necessary to test the quality of the
connection, as well as the sensor itself. P Invalid signal coming from the oxygen controller at
number 1 located in the first bank of the engine. B This error may occur as B The fault code
indicates an internal malfunction of the microprocessor module. Most likely, the cause of the
problem is programmatic in nature, therefore, to fix it, you may need to flashing the device.
P00B7 Problem related to the operation of the electronic thermostat for the engine cooling
system. It is necessary to test the operation of the device, in particular, if the antifreeze
circulates only in a small or only in a large cooling circle. The error may be displayed in the
form of code P00B PC An incorrect signal is received from the engine fluid pressure controller
to the microprocessor module, which does not correspond to the normalized values. P Code P
can appear as a combination of P This error appears when pulses do not match between the
camshaft and crankshaft position controllers. With error P, the user needs to test the
connection quality and the contacts of the G40 and G28 controllers. P Mismatch of pulses from
the camshaft and crankshaft regulators. The user will have to diagnose in detail the operation of
the G and G28 devices. P Mismatch of pulses from the camshaft and crankshaft position
controllers. This refers to sensors located in the second row of cylinders. The cause of the
problem should be sought in devices G and G P Code P is the result of a break in the power line
of the heating system of the first oxygen regulator. With this problem, a lambda sensor may fail.
The reason should be sought in the first row of the engine cylinders. P Break or damage to the
heating line of the second oxygen regulator located in the first row of engine cylinders. P, The
combination P appears when too low a voltage is applied to the engine control unit from the
mass air flow controller. It is necessary to test the operation of the wiring, as well as the quality
of the connection of the device. The cause of the problem may be a clogged flow meter, then it
will need to be cleaned. To do this, you can use a special tool for carburetor engines. P On Audi
A4 8 E vehicles and other modules, the combination indicates an incorrect pulse coming from
the intake pressure controller or air pressure sensor. The user needs to check the operation of
devices labeled as G71 and F P Malfunction in the coolant temperature controller. The on-board
computer reports an increased pulse level coming from the sensor. The user needs to diagnose
the G62 controller. P Invalid signal from throttle position sensor. To find the cause of the
malfunction, the user needs to test the operation of the controller potentiometer. P The
response time of the first lambda probe located in the row of 1 engine cylinders is too high. P,
Lack of activity on the power line of the first lambda probe installed in a row of 1 cylinders. P
Fault on the line supplying the second oxygen regulator. P The on-board computer detects a
failure on the power line of the heating system of the second oxygen controller located in the
first row of the engine. To fix the problem, the user needs to check the operation of the sensors
G79 and G P Malfunction in the boost pressure controller. The control unit notes that the sensor
readings are outside the lower limit of the control range. P, An increased voltage level recorded
on the power line of the boost pressure controller. With error P, the integrity of the power cable
is checked. P The reduced voltage value recorded on the power line of the first knock controller.
The user needs to test the operation of the G61 sensor. P On-board computer detected too high
a pulse in the power circuit of the knock controller. A complete check of the integrity of the G61
sensor, as well as the correctness of its connection is required. The problem may be clogging
of the contact elements or the formation of rust on them. P, The combinations P and P appear
when the pulse coming from the camshaft position controller is incorrect. The cause of the
problem may be the wear of the contact elements on the block or the clogging of the connector.
The user needs to check the operation of the G40 sensor. Q3 and other versions, this code

appears when the pulse level is low, fixed on the power line of the camshaft controller. It is
necessary to test the connection quality and the integrity of the insulating layer of the G40
sensor cable. P, An increased voltage level recorded in the camshaft position controller circuit.
P Invalid pulse coming from the camshaft position controller. The user must test the G sensor
in detail - the contact may have come off the device. P Open or damaged power line to the
secondary air control valve. A detailed diagnosis of the N device is required. P, Incorrect pulse
detected by the control unit when transmitting from the vehicle speed controller. P Code
appears when the wiring is damaged or the electrical circuit of the pressure controller located
on the hydraulic power steering is malfunctioning. Damaged wiring or molten connector due to
high voltage on the line. P On Audi 80 B3, B4, C3 cars and other models, code indicates the
absence of messages in the operation of the data bus of the drive unit. In other words, the fault
must be sought in the wiring and quality of the connection of the control unit. P On Audi A 6
and other versions, this combination is due to an incorrect pulse from the throttle control
module. If the element does not open or close to the end, this will affect the functioning of the
power unit as a whole. It is necessary to test the operation of the device J P Combination
indicates a malfunction in the wiring supplying the transmission transmission engaged
controller. The cause of the problem is the operation of the F controller. P The on-board
computer cannot determine the impulse coming from the engine idle control module. The
reason is the sensor or poor quality wiring. P Short to ground in the starter mechanism lock
control circuit. To understand what the problem is, you need to test the integrity of the cable
and make sure that there is no damage on the insulating layer. P This code indicates a
resistance that is too high registered on the power supply to the lambda probe. The user needs
to test the electrical circuit of the second controller installed in the first row of cylinders. P
Invalid pulse from the angle of rotation controller of the second throttle actuator. A check of the
integrity of the housing and the performance of the element G is required. P Code is the result
of a break or malfunction in the wiring supplying the nozzle located in the sixth cylinder of the
power unit. It is necessary to diagnose the cable connected to the device marked N P Code on
vehicles with 16 valve engines appears when the wiring is interrupted or the cable of the
refrigerant temperature sensor is shorted to the battery. It is necessary to test the operation of
the G62 controller in detail. P Code appears when there is a malfunction of the pump injector
valve located in the third cylinder. It is noted that the readings from the device are outside the
range of the adjustment range and are below the acceptable threshold of values. The cause of
the problem should be sought in the operation of the 3-N device. P Code indicates a short to
ground in the power circuit of the turbocharger bypass valve. The control unit recommends
checking the operation of the N P Code P appears when the wiring supplying the electronic
control thermostat for the cooling system of the power unit is damaged or broken. P Code P
appears when the pulses from the camshaft and crankshaft position controllers do not match.
We need a detailed diagnosis of the sensors G40 and G P Mismatch of pulses from the position
controllers of the crankshaft and camshafts located in the second row of cylinders. P Breakage
of the power line or its damage in the power circuit and control the ignition system. The
problem is fixed in the second cylinder of the engine. The cause of the malfunction must be
sought in the power cable of the coil. P Code is fixed by the microprocessor module in case of
an incorrect pulse from the temperature controller. This refers to a sensor located in the
exhaust gas recirculation system. The user needs to diagnose an item labeled G P Code is
associated with a short to battery in the secondary air control valve circuit. A detailed check of
device N is required. P The on-board computer reports an open circuit or a short circuit plus on
the line supplying the camshaft controller. This refers to a sensor located in the second row of
cylinders. The user needs to test the operation of the G device in detail. P Error is a result of a
short circuit to the positive terminal of the secondary air supply cable. P This code indicates a
break in the wiring of the variable valve timing system in the first row of cylinders. P Code
appears when there is a short to ground on the power line of the boost control system solenoid
valve N P Open or damaged circuit connected to the solenoid valve of the right hydraulic motor
support. The N sensor is subject to diagnosis. P Code P reports damage to the power supply
line of the solenoid valves of the hydraulic bearings of the power unit. The cause of the problem
should be sought in the operation of sensors N and N P The on-board computer reports that the
voltage level detected at terminal 30 of the ignition switch is too low. The cause of the problem
may be the battery, generator, or malfunction of the circuit breaker itself. P Failure or damage to
the power line sensor fixation of a bad road. Also, this error may indicate an incorrect set torque
of the engine from the control module of the anti-lock system. P Error P on Audi A4 8E and
other models of and other years of release appears when an active request for activation of an
emergency lamp is active. Check the transmission control module for trouble codes. P
Combination appears if the microprocessor module cannot receive messages from the

transmission unit control unit. P The on-board computer cannot read data from the trouble
memory of the anti-lock braking system control module. P Code appears when it is not possible
to read information from the dashboard fault memory. P Power line break or short circuit to
ground in the voltage supply circuit of the solenoid valves. P General DTC, indicating a
malfunction in the microprocessor module. The reason may be both a software malfunction and
a device shutdown, as well as moisture getting on it. P Code is general and indicates an open
circuit in the power supply system. With the help of a multimeter, it is necessary to ring all the
wires connected to the control module, as well as the battery. P The signal coming from the
pressure controller in the hydraulic system of the automatic transmission does not meet the
normalized values. It is necessary to check the operation of the sensor number 1. P No signal
from the second gearbox output shaft speed controller. Problem P may be due to wiring
damage or short circuit. P The designation of this combination is the absence of messages from
the control unit of the power unit. The problem indicates the complexity of the digital interface
and the data bus. It is necessary to test the quality of connecting the control unit to the vehicle
electrical network. P Malfunction in the operation of the data bus. The on-board computer does
not receive messages from the control module of the anti-lock system. It is necessary to test the
operation of the control unit, in particular, its connection via the CAN bus. P Open or damaged
power line to the valve located on the front support of the car engine. P Error P on Audi 80 PM
and other models appears when errors read information from the memory of the engine control
module malfunctions. P The on-board computer detects a short circuit to ground in the power
circuit of the intake flap. The problem should be sought in the G P Break or damage to the
power line of the fuel pressure sensor. To remove this error, you need to test the sensor
element sensor and change it in the event of a breakdown. P On-board computer with error
reports a broken wire or a failure in the power line supplying the fuel leak check pump
controller. P An invalid pulse was detected by the control unit from the boost pressure sensor
position controller. P The on-board computer recorded damage to the power line of the linear
oxygen regulator located in the first row of cylinders. A malfunction may be a malfunction in the
matching circuit. P On cars of and other years of manufacture, this code indicates a short
circuit on the power line or a break in the wiring connected to the starter mechanism. The
engine control unit receives a bad signal from terminal P Malfunctions in the electric motor of
the intake manifold flap actuator. The user needs to test the operation of the V device in detail. P
Code P indicates a failure in the power circuit of the turbocompressor control module. The
cause of the problem is damage to the wiring or short circuit. Detailed diagnostics of 1-J are
required. PA00 Malfunctions in the operating range or characteristics of the electrical circuit
supplying the nozzle of the second engine cylinder. U Lack of communication with the control
module of the energy management system. It is necessary to test the operation of the control
module and the main elements of the mains - the generator set and the battery. U Lack of
communication with the powertrain control unit, a possible cause of the problem may be a
wiring failure. U The control unit can not determine the operation of the control module anti-lock
system. U Lack of communication with the control module of the dashboard, data may not be
displayed on the control panel or information will not be displayed correctly. U Code U appears
when an attempt to read information from the fault memory fails. The cause of the problem
should be sought in the diagnostic interface of the J data bus. U If the U combination pops up
when reading errors on the Audi C4 , B6 and other models, this indicates problems in the
operation of the data bus. The malfunction is related to the operation of the steering module; a
signal may not be received from the device. U Code U indicates a malfunction in the data bus,
the control unit receives incorrect data on the operation of the engine. It is necessary to check
all the connectors and pads of the device. U On the Audi in 44 body and other models, this code
indicates a lack of communication with the gear selector. U The engine control unit cannot
detect the presence of a speed controller around a vertical axis. U Malfunction of the control
module of the electromechanical parking brake "handbrake". PA Code PA00 indicates an
internal malfunction in the microprocessor device. Usually this code does not appear alone, but
along with combinations related to the operation of the clutch system. It is recommended to
diagnose all components of the unit, as well as check the gearbox control unit. P17E0 Error
P17E indicates a malfunction in the gearbox. The user needs to test the operation of the
transmission gearbox. P17E1 Error code P17E is associated with the operation of an automatic
transmission. The cause of the problem may be the hydraulic part of the unit or one of the
sensors. Sometimes a malfunction consists in problems in the operation of the gearbox control
unit. P17D4 The combination of P17D on A3 vehicles and other models is associated with a
mechanical malfunction in the gearbox. A detailed check of the transmission unit for
malfunctions is required. P17D6 Code may appear as a combination of P17D This error
indicates a problem in the operation of the first engine clutch. P17D8 Torque limitation due to

malfunction of the temperature coupling. Check the operation of the gearbox board. The error
may be accompanied by a combination of PB Malfunction reported to the second gear servo
switch. The control unit notes that this device is not adjustable. It is necessary to test the
operation of the wiring and the switching device. PF Problems in the operation of the pressure
control valve, the device is dirty. The element is located in an automatic transmission. The user
needs to clean the device and if this does not solve the problem, then replace it. Depending on
the reading equipment, the error code may be displayed in the format PD Error code PD00
appears when the oil cooling valve malfunctions. The cause of the problem may be the device
itself or its wiring. It is necessary to test in detail the operation of the automatic transmission
and make sure that all sensors are operational. PE 00 Breakage of the position sensor of the
link of the transmission unit. The problem with error PE00 may not be in the sensor, but in the
gearbox control unit. PF 00 Error PF00 is decoded as a malfunction in the controller of the
engaged gear stage, incorrect operation of the regulatory device. P, Incorrect gear ratio in
transmission control systems. Checking the transmission control unit as well as the gearbox
sensors is required. P On cars of and other years of manufacture, this combination appears in
case of failures in the operation of the switching valve under the marking 1. It is necessary to
check the functionality of the device N P, The on-board computer of the vehicle reports a lack of
torque transmission in the operation of the gearbox clutch. A detailed diagnosis of the torque
converter device is required. A possible cause may be a clutch failure. P Code P appears when
the control unit is blocked by the transmission unit. The user needs to test the microprocessor.
With this error, the gearbox may go into emergency operation. P Code P appears when the
clutch adaptation system malfunctions. The control unit notes that the mechanism has reached
the upper limit of adaptation. P The code may appear as a combination of P Literally, the error
translates as "the limit of adaptation at the time of closure of the coupling has been reached. P
The combination P appears when the Tiptronic F gearbox gearbox malfunction. The control unit
does not receive a pulse from this element. A detailed check of connection quality and wiring
integrity is required. P Transmission malfunction, which in practice is usually associated with
damage or short circuit in the operation of the transmission control switch system. The problem
may lie in the control module of the variable-speed gearbox or valve block, as well as the
control line for the start clutch. P Code P appears when the clutch slip warning light
malfunctions. With such a problem, incorrect operation of the transmission unit is possible,
difficulties when shifting gears. P Transmission fluid sensor defective or device power circuit
damaged. It is necessary to test the operation of the gearbox, including the unit control unit.
The cause of the problem may lie in the microprocessor itself, as well as the elements of the gas
installation. It is necessary to test the operation of the sensors of the equipment, as well as the
gear device. A leak may occur during operation of the latter, therefore, gasket diagnostics are
required. A detailed diagnosis of the motor connection, as well as the integrity of its wires, is
required. Check subject to electric motor V The problem may be the disconnection of the
contact or the mechanical failure of the key. To find the cause, you should carefully inspect the
control element, make sure the integrity of its guide component, as well as the springs. A
detailed check of the G sensor is required. It is necessary to check the operation of the control
module, the quality of its connection and the integrity of the connectors. If the problem is
programmatic in nature, a flashing of the block will be required. A detailed check of the G17
device is required. A detailed check of the G device is required. An incorrect signal is being sent
from the devices to the control unit. It is necessary to test the wiring, and also make sure that
the handbrake sensor is connected correctly. On some car models, an independent firmware
update is required, this point must be checked with the vehicle manufacturer or dealer. The
installation of new software is recommended to be entrusted to specialists. You need to make
sure that you have updated firmware and install it if necessary. The user needs to check the
operation of the J device. Often the cause of the problem is oxidation of the contacts or damage
to the electrical circuits. It is necessary to test the operation of mechatronics, to check the
integrity of the clutch discs for wear. The malfunction may be accompanied by an inscription on
the dashboard "gearbox mail function". It is necessary to check the connection quality of the
module, since the cause of the problem may be the disconnection of the contact. The user
needs to test the operation of the E A detailed check of element F is required. It is necessary to
test the operation of the power source. In the event of a lamp failure on many Audi models, a
special sound signal is triggered in the cabin. It is necessary to check the correct connection of
the device to the vehicle's on-board network. The cause of the problem is sometimes a
malfunction of the thermostat. It is necessary to test and, if necessary, change the device N The
cause of the malfunction should be sought in the operation of the G47 sensor. A detailed check
of the G45 device is required. The user needs to test the G44 sensor in detail. The user needs to
check the operation of the sensor marked G The user needs to test the E switch in detail, it is

possible to disconnect the contact. Comfort when transmitting information on a single
conductor. A detailed diagnosis is subject to the J device. The user needs to check the status of
the connection quality, as well as the unit itself for damage. The user needs to test the operation
of the device G The cause of the problem may be poor contact. The user also needs to check
the operation of the idle speed sensor. The device F60 is subject to diagnosis. The user will
have to diagnose in detail the operation of the G71 sensor, as well as make sure that it is
connected properly and that there are no defects on the power cable. Check the functioning of
the G42 sensor. It may be higher or lower. The user needs to check the integrity of the body of
the G70 device, as well as its heating element. The latter could become clogged and to remove
contaminants, it may be necessary to clean it with a special tool. If this does not help, then the
sensor changes. You must look for the cause and start with oxygen sensors, as well as mass air
flow. It is necessary to check the operation of the controller and the quality of its connection.
The user needs to test the operation of the N95 device. A possible cause may be ABS sensors
or poor contact with the wiring. It is necessary to test the operation of the controllers and the
quality of the connection of the sensors. A possible cause may be a malfunction of the
transmission control unit. The device G is to be diagnosed. Detailed diagnosis of the G device is
required. It is required to verify in detail the operation of the V engine. It is necessary to verify in
detail the operation of element V Detailed diagnosis is subject to the device G Because of this,
antifreeze may not be pumped along the highways of the system, which can lead to slight or
serious overheating of the power unit. A detailed check of the V50 device is required. For
verification, it is necessary to remove and verify the integrity of the body of the device G In the
event of a breakdown, the sensor must be replaced; a detailed check of the G78 device is
required. The cause of the problem is a breakdown of the G85 sensor. The user needs to check
the operation of the G17 sensor and make sure that it is in good contact with the wiring. P Loss
of performance in the operation of a turbocharged unit P On Audi A4 B6, 8E and other versions,
this code indicates the reduced throughput recorded in the exhaust gas recirculation system P
The control unit has detected a malfunction in the exhaust gas recirculation valve P, Error P is
associated with a decrease in the efficiency of the catalyst system registered in the first row of
cylinders P For cars and other years of production, this code reports a low efficiency of the
front catalyst, located in the front row P Low efficiency of the front catalyst assembly. P, The
on-board computer detected a minor leak in the tank ventilation system P If error P, the engine
control unit reports the detection of a serious leak recorded in the gas tank ventilation system
PE, Incorrect torque to protect the turbocharger P Malfunctions in the cooling system P This
error indicates a malfunction in the vacuum system of the brake booster. P General code
indicating problems with the cooling system, possible causes of the problem: - thermostat
malfunction; - malfunctions of the engine control unit or cooling system; - malfunctions of the
coolant temperature controller; - the use of low-quality or spent antifreeze service life, which led
to the formation of precipitation; - clogging of pipes and pipes of the cooling system; deterioration of hoses, loosening of clamps or damage to pipelines that led to leakage of
consumables. P The control unit has detected a charge pressure control error P Code P or P
appears when there is a leak in the intake system. Possible causes of the problem: - failure or
malfunction of the fuel pump as a result of normal wear and tear; - clogged mesh in the filter
element; - incorrect readings sent by the low-pressure fuel controller. Possible causes of the
problem: - Malfunction of the fuel pump located in the tank. P Code reports an incorrect
pressure level recorded in the fuel rail. Possible causes of the malfunction: - breakage or
malfunction of the pressure sensor, its disconnection or oxidation of contacts, damage to the
wiring; - violation of the tightness of the fuel lines associated with damage to the hoses;
loosening of clamps or bolts connecting the nozzles with fuel; - damage to the gas tank and fuel
leak from the system; - malfunctions of the control unit; - fuel pump malfunction. P Malfunction
of a particulate filter installed in the first row of cylinders P, P Malfunctions in the particulate
filter or differential pressure controller. P Failure of the additive pumping device for the
functioning of the particulate filter element P The on-board computer detected that the container
with the additive for the particulate filter was empty P Damage to the power supply line to the
additive reservoir controller for the particulate filter device. P The control unit has detected a
misfire in the first engine cylinder. Possible causes of the problem: - Malfunctions of the fuel
supply system, as well as the wrong composition of the air-fuel mixture. P, On Audi A4 B5 cars
and other versions, error code P is associated with the calculation of the misfire of the air-fuel
mixture recorded in the second cylinder P Engine control unit misfire detected in the third
cylinder of the power unit P The combination P appears when a misfire is detected in the fourth
cylinder of the power unit P The engine control unit has detected a misfire in the fifth cylinder of
the engine P, Code P reports that the speed level of the idle adjustment system is significantly
higher than normalized values P Malfunction in the system for determining the parameters of

the combustible mixture. P On-board computer recorded the deviation of the volume of injected
fuel on the second cylinder of the engine P Deviation of the amount of fuel injected on the third
cylinder. P Deviation of the volume of injected fuel in the fourth cylinder of the engine P
Deviation of the amount of fuel injected in the sixth cylinder of the engine. P Code P or P
appears when the throughput registered in the first row of the secondary air supply system
decreases P Error is a consequence of the depletion of the combustible mixture during engine
operation under load. P Code indicates a decrease in pressure in the pipe between the throttle
body and turbine P Malfunction of the torque control system. P The microprocessor module has
registered a reduced throughput in the operation of the secondary air supply system P Reduced
throughput in the operation of the secondary air supply system, a fault should be sought in the
front row P Failure in the operation of the valve timing control device The cause of the problem
should be sought in the first row of the engine cylinders. P Malfunction of the throttle control
system P The on-board computer notes that adaptation has not been initiated in the operation
of the throttle control module. P Code is fixed if the intake flaps of the first row of cylinders do
not close for some reason P Code indicates that the intake flaps located in the first row of
cylinders do not open for some reason P Error on B7 cars and other models is due to a
malfunction in the intake flaps. P The on-board computer detects the formation of a lean air-fuel
mixture when driving at high speeds P If the code P appears on the display in A5, B8 or another
model, this indicates a depletion of the combustible mixture when idling. P The control module
received a signal from the first oxygen regulator, installed in row 1, about the re-enrichment of
the air-fuel mixture P Code indicates a malfunction or low efficiency in the operation of the
catalytic system, the problem is observed in the first engine bank P The control unit reports a
too low temperature of the power unit, the possible causes of the malfunction: - failure of the
thermostat or other structural elements of the cooling system; - leakage of antifreeze from the
expansion tank or pipes as a result of damage or weakening of the clamps; - use of low-quality
refrigerant or consumables that have exhausted their service life; - malfunction of the engine
control unit; - damage to the cylinder head gasket. P, The on-board computer cannot determine
the presence of the first oxygen controller located in a row of 1 cylinders P, Code P or appears
when there is a malfunction in the second oxygen controller installed in the first row of
cylinders. PC An incorrect signal is received from the engine fluid pressure controller to the
microprocessor module, which does not correspond to the normalized values P Code P can
appear as a combination of P P Break or damage to the heating line of the second oxygen
regulator located in the first row of engine cylinders P An incorrect signal is received from the
fuel metering valve to the control unit P, The combination P appears when too low a voltage is
applied to the engine control unit from the mass air flow controller. P, Code P indicates an
invalid signal from the G62 Refrigerant Temperature Controller P Malfunction in the coolant
temperature controller. P The response time of the first lambda probe located in the row of 1
engine cylinders is too high P, Lack of activity on the power line of the first lambda probe
installed in a row of 1 cylinders P Fault on the line supplying the second oxygen regulator. P, An
increased voltage level recorded in the camshaft position controller circuit P Invalid pulse
coming from the camshaft position controller. P, Incorrect pulse detected by the control unit
when transmitting from the vehicle speed controller P Code appears when the wiring is
damaged or the electrical circuit of the pressure controller located on the hydraulic power
steering is malfunctioning P Code P on Audi F9, A 8, E8 and other models reports an incorrect
signal from the stop lamp switch. P Damage to the injector power line P This code indicates a
resistance that is too high registered on the power supply to the lambda probe. P Code P
appears when the wiring supplying the electronic control thermostat for the cooling system of
the power unit is damaged or broken P Code P appears when the pulses from the camshaft and
crankshaft position controllers do not match. P Mismatch of pulses from the position
controllers of the crankshaft and camshafts located in the second row of cylinders P Breakage
of the power line or its damage in the power circuit and control the ignition system. P Error is a
result of a short circuit to the positive terminal of the secondary air supply cable P It is
necessary to test the wiring and the node itself for operability. P This code indicates a break in
the wiring of the variable valve timing system in the first row of cylinders P Open or damaged
electrical wiring supplying the valve timing sensor P Code appears when there is a short to
ground on the power line of the boost control system solenoid valve N75 P Open or damaged
circuit connected to the solenoid valve of the right hydraulic motor support. P Combination
appears if the microprocessor module cannot receive messages from the transmission unit
control unit P The on-board computer cannot read data from the trouble memory of the anti-lock
braking system control module P Code appears when it is not possible to read information from
the dashboard fault memory P Power line break or short circuit to ground in the voltage supply
circuit of the solenoid valves P General DTC, indicating a malfunction in the microprocessor

module. P On-board computer with error reports a broken wire or a failure in the power line
supplying the fuel leak check pump controller P An invalid pulse was detected by the control
unit from the boost pressure sensor position controller P The on-board computer recorded
damage to the power line of the linear oxygen regulator located in the first row of cylinders.
PA00 Malfunctions in the operating range or characteristics of the electrical circuit supplying
the nozzle of the second engine cylinder U Lack of communication with the control module of
the energy management system. U Lack of communication with the powertrain control unit, a
possible cause of the problem may be a wiring failure U The control unit can not determine the
operation of the control module anti-lock system U Lack of communication with the control
module of the dashboard, data may not be displayed on the control panel or information will not
be displayed correctly U Code U appears when an attempt to read information from the fault
memory fails. The main causes common to all the malfunctions described in this section are: disconnection of contacts due to vibration; - corrosion or clogging, moisture entering the
connector; - melting of contact elements on the block as a result of voltage drops; - damage to
the cable, an open circuit connected to the device; - wear of the insulating layer on the line,
which led to a short circuit in the wiring; - equipment failure. U On the Audi in 44 body and other
models, this code indicates a lack of communication with the gear selector U The control unit
cannot determine the control module by the cruise control system U Lack of communication
with the control device of the energy management system EPC U The engine control unit cannot
detect the presence of a speed controller around a vertical axis U Malfunction of the control
module of the electromechanical parking brake "handbrake" U Lack of communication with the
control unit of the data bus diagnostic interface U Malfunction in the microprocessor module
airbags U Lack of communication with adaptive cruise control system U The control unit cannot
detect the presence of a trailer recognition control unit U Lack of communication with the nitric
oxide sensor installed in the front row. PF Electrical malfunction of valves or gearbox solenoids
PB Malfunction reported to the second gear servo switch. PF 00 Error PF00 is decoded as a
malfunction in the controller of the engaged gear stage, incorrect operation of the regulatory
device P, Incorrect gear ratio in transmission control systems. P Malfunction of the control
system switching from third to fourth gear and vice versa P Code P appears when the control
unit is blocked by the transmission unit. Possible causes of the malfunction: - breakage or
problems with connecting sensors anti-lock system; - malfunction of the ABS control module; lack of communication on the CAN interface. If the controller breaks down, the following
symptoms appear: - incorrect engine operation tripling of the power unit, reduced power,
extraneous metal knock from under the hood ; - the appearance of the Check Engine icon, as
well as an indicator in the form of an oiler on the dashboard; - drop in engine fluid level.
Possible causes of the problem: - a malfunction in the operation of one of the sensors in order
to solve the problem yourself, you need to check the controllers and change inoperative
devices ; - depressurization of the system as a result of damage to one of the nozzles or
highways; loosening of pipe clamps; - malfunction of the control module. Forums New posts
Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews
Search resources. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in
Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For
a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter
zanzabar Start date Mar 4, The problem vehicle is a A4 2. I still need to jump the fan to verify that
it's functional. Otherwise the 40A fuse is fine, dunno about the fan control module, and I need to
figure out the relay. So, relays: under the steering column in the fuse panel there are a couple
"53" relays, one "" relay which I believe to be for the high speed fan, but then there's no "" relay
which I though would be for the low speed aux fan and there is a blank spot where it looks like it
should go. Does anyone know what I'm talking about? If you're able to help, thanks! There is a
13 position relay panel and an 8 position relay panel. The relays for the fan system are on the 8
position panel, position 1, 2 and 3. Position 1 relay operates the fan if the coolant is too warm
after the engine is shut down. Position 2 relay is the first speed fan relay. Position 3 relay
operates the fan at the higher second speed. There is a fan series resistor network located in
the left front corner of the engine compartment attached to the frame view from below to see it.
There is a coolant thermo switch too. Thanks Glen, I was hoping you'd see this. I replaced one
of the "53" relays, the second one from the left on the bottom row the new one is black with the
wiring diagram on it because from what the parts guy told me that would be the one to control
the accessory fan. Is that correct? Nope that's vacant. The one you replaced is the X contact
switched power relay. The one to the left of that is the horn relay. The is the fuel pump relay.
The big is the wiper relay. The other 53 is the automatic gearbox relay, is bulb monitoring, and
is electo clutch control module. Look along the bottom of that photo. See the fuses that are on
the bottom of another panel behind the one main panel pictured? The fan relays are on that

panel. You'll have to remove the two 10mm nuts on the sides of this front panel, and move the
panel aside to get access to the panel with the fan relays as I described. There's only one relay
on that panel behind the one in the picture, it's a 4d0 for the interior lights? I still don't know
where to find the fan relays. You must log in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to
help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By
continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.
Jump to content. You currently have javascript disabled. Several functions may not work.
Please re-enable javascript to access full functionality. Posted 25 January - PM. My A4 started
having a very lumpy idle and was more like a miss and it jerked the car and stopped under load
taking to the biting point on clutch. The garage ran a test and said it was pointing at the crank
sensor and probably a wiring fault rather than the sensor, so booked it in for a more indepth
check. About miles later but before further check by garage Yesterday the car drove for about 3
miles shuddered heavily, cut out and would not restart. After some checks the fuel filter bowl
was found empty even though there was half a tank of fuel. With further investigation and a
meter put on the fuse to the fuel pump there was no power going to the pump fuse. A wire was
put from the feed of another fuse to the fuel pump fuse and she started and ran very well. Today
I started the car without the wire and it ran for a bit then started shuddering badly, I switched off
and replaced the wire and she ran smoothly. The initial problem of the miss on idle has gone
and the car is running very smoothly with the new feed to the pump fuse. Does anyone know of
a problem with the power supply to the fuel pump on the A4 2. Or is this a one off? I havent
heard of it before mate. Youll need to make a good supply to that fuse. Did the new temporary
connection break? Audi A4 B6 Tdi. No, I pulled it out whilst I was not using the car. It is a length
of multi strand with the bare ends pushed in with the blades of the fuses so the fuses hold it in
and seems a good connection. Should hold until the garage can take a look. Posted 27 July AM. Posted 06 September - PM. The fuel pump problem is fixed. It was a leak in the ECU box
which had caused the relay to corrode, I had to replace all the relay and the box and also clean
all the connections and terminals as they had all gone blue. The idle problem is still there. I have
had another garage plug in to the car and they have found a slight fault with injector number 4
and it also shows a problem with glow plug 4. They think it could be the wiring loom that goes
to the injectors and glow plugs as it sits in oil and can have problems. You have to change the
wire with the injector anyway. Community Forum Software by IP. Board 3. Home Gallery Forums
Active Topics. Javascript Disabled Detected You currently have javascript disabled. Please log
in to reply. Posted 25 January - PM My A4 started having a very lumpy idle and was more like a
miss and it jerked the car and stopped under load taking to the biting point on clutch. Thanks
Neil. Posted 27 July - AM did you manage to fix the problem yet? Posted 06 September - PM The
fuel pump problem is fixed. Back to A4 B7 - Content on uk-audis. Sign In Need an account?
Register now! I've forgotten my password. Remember me This is not recommended for shared
computers. Sign in anonymously Don't add me to the active users list. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. Do Not Sell My Data. Manage Consent. I dont think its the battery because the head
lights still work, i dont know what else it would be besides something with the starter or
solenoid, can anyone help me with this? Deathjam4 answered 6 years ago. Thankyou that wire
was no good and we replaced the starter the car is running strong once again. Does anyone
have a pic or image of the "connect point between the solenoid and the starter body"? Thanks
for sharing your experiences! Deathjam4 answered 4 years ago. Wire is good, replaced impulse
sender I did check the fuse that and and found it had blown, so I changes it and just as I'm
starting the car S5 v8 , I heard the new fuse blow. Should I consider the fuel filter and fuel
pump? Which fuel pump Any help is gratefully received, and pics would help. I'm a champion
googler, but I'm having a tough time finding what I need. It's the fuel pump fuse Where to start?
Other fuses? Fuel pump s? How many fuel pumps? One in tank? Two under hood? A good
place to start is to inspect the wires that lead to the fuel tank for damage. If its blowing the fuse
its quit likely there is a break that is shorting some where. Also i would dig threw the main
wiring harness under the dash threw the fire wall. Some times you can get a wire that cracks
open down there. Dan answered 4 years ago. It's probably going to be the pump. For every 21
problems like this, it's been 20 fuel pumps and 1 wiring issue. Always start with the quickest
test that will yield the most information. If the pump and voltage check out, I would use an
in-line circuit breaker in place of the fuse for diagnostics so you're not throwing fuses away or
wasting time replacing the fuse every time it blows. Charity answered 4 years ago. Guru9XGFX
answered 3 years ago. I have 07 audi a4 2. Deathjam4 answered 3 years ago. Its likely due to a
miss fire. Replace your plugs if they have not been replaced in over 60,km and it shouldnt come
back. Paul answered 2 years ago. Audi 2. Tried new battery but still same issue. Any ideas?
Deathjam4 answered 2 years ago. Make sure they are clean use a wire brush to clean the
terminals remove the grounds clean them with the wire brush and put them back on. Karolisas

answered 2 years ago. I have Audi a4 B7 Quattro It starts sometimes perfectly, but there are
days it won't start?! Connected computer and it says the fuel pump problem. GuruWB5SY
answered 2 years ago. Hi, My Q7 3. It was without a battery for about a year. Bought new battery
and it started once only since. Key unlocks stearing but wont activate ignition or cluster, any
suggestions? Nousehere answered 2 years ago. I have a A4 Quattro 1. I'm getting all my dash
signals what's the first think I need to do from here someone please help. Angel answered 2
years ago. Hi any help please I have Audi a3 2. Nousehere1 answered 2 years ago. I got the
hood open. Bought a replacement battery. First day it cranked. Second day nothing key went all
the way to the dash. Apparently I have to register my battery. But if my alternator is bad would it
drain that battery like that overnight? And what's the easiest way to get the battery registered if
I can't drive it anywhere like that? If the alternator is not wokring it will only kill the battery
during running. GuruT2CXN answered 2 years ago. My A4 Audi doesn't wanna start,everything
is on jus the engine that doesn't turn on. It gives funny sound like something is been locked.
Stylez5 answered 2 years ago. I am guessing your timing belt may have slipped if its the older
modals with the belt. GuruVTZ4X answered 2 years ago. The key is not turning at all. I replaced
the battery but still nothing. Please help!!!!!! Garnell answered 2 years ago. Shorty answered 2
years ago. My Audi 07 A4 2. Donna answered 2 years ago. I have a Audi a4 2. I would hate to tell
you but my 2. Some additive during oil changes quieted that down in mine. I am guessing the 2.
When you do an engine swap it needs to be the same code as the one in your trunk in the donut
hole. YOur issue is likely that the ecu is for a 2. So what r u saying now that my car will never
start again please advise what to do. GuruXV56K answered 2 years ago. Hi, it was raining and
the car stated that a hand brake problem. Hand brake at the moment is not working, the car
does not even switch on, the battery is new. I have no Idea what could be the problem, Please
help. Marshal answered 2 years ago. If all the old engine had was a knock i would put it back in
knocks are normal for these cars. Cilla answered 2 years ago. My Audi Q. I have a problem with
my audi a4 2. It runs fine, everything works when i push start the car. Last week, i push start the
car to bring it in my garage 45 min drive. I turned off the car. I decided to restart the car right
away just to be sure and it started And now, 4 days later, it wont start,even with a brand new
battery. I checked everything, and cleand everything. I even remove the starter to clean the
inside of it. Is there a starting relay in the car? Could this be a problematic piece? GuruXGB6V
answered 2 years ago. My car Audi A3 2. The dashboard is off is not turning on, I have check
the Fuse everything it seems okay on the fuse side. GuruB4T8Q answered 2 years ago. Okay so
I have a Audi A4 turbo 2. GuruBD9G2 answered 2 years ago. I have A5 Quadro. I would check
the crank case hoses and the spark plugs you likely have a bad build up and need a tune up. I
would also check the fuel filter if you have never done one before. GuruBSK7S answered 2
years ago. I have audi sometimes start and sometimes wont start. GuruXMP2 answered 2 years
ago. My audi a4 2l tdi was some how get water in the fuse box in the bonet and now it switch on
but not efen crank or not efen the feul pump came on please help. Shane answered about a year
ago. Car has been running fine, its only happened once before and came back to life running
fine again for about a month or so. I turn the car on, everything electrical runs, lights and all. I
can even put it in gear. Except it wont crank or anything. You can hear a little quiet ticking when
trying but that's it. I get a yellow check engine light as well as an EPC light. Wondering if you
possibly know if it could be the spark plugs, wiring, solenoid, or starter? Thank you for your
help in advance. Dathan15 answered about a year ago. The radio works and headlights work,
but my AC, horn and inside lights stopped working. The EPC and engine lights are on. Can you
give me some advice? GuruSY5QK answered about a year ago. Vegim answered about a year
ago. Hello , I have an Audi A4 , battery is fine but the car wont start when I try to start it , it just
makes a wierd noise and wont start , does anyone know whats the problem?? Derek answered
about a year ago. My 96 Audi A4 won't start the problem started a few days ago when i drove
through a giant puddle caused by a flooded storm drain. Zeronaut answered about a year ago. I
have an audi b6 I ran out of fuel recently and when I filled it up again it refused to start. Would
turn like once and then die and now wont turn at all. On one try all the electical went off and
wouldnt come on when turning on ignition. As if car completely dead. The last time i tried all car
dash lights came on as normal but as soon as try to start makes a click noise and all electrical
switched off. Help please. JesseRuzige answered about a year ago. Hello Audi team, I have a
problem with my a4 b7 model avant, I had problem with starter in past 4 months after exposing
the car under heavy rainfall so I had to replace the starter. Again this past week we had rainfall
and the same problem appeared again. If I put ignition switch ON, everything inside the car goes
quit well but when cranking, nothing is happening. I'm just thinking how is it possible that you
have to replace starter on very rain season..?? I have a audi q7 will not start. I drove it today
what i believe is just fine - no lights or sound indicators. I came home and all seemed to be
working fine when I parked it in the drive way. I had to step out again about maybe 10 mins later

and when i went to start my audi via the push to start, it went crazy. Motor did not turn over and
all the dash lights flickering uncontrollably. I did hear a small clicking sound but every it
sounded like it would turn on, all the lights would turn off for a few seconds and then wildly
blink. I started to smell like a burnt smell and i began to panicked because even tho i pressed
the stop button, it did not stop. AudimomPA answered about a year ago. I have a Audi A4
Quattro and sometimes it does not start and but most of the time it does. It goes through
periods where it is fine for weeks then it hits an inconsistent period. Please help. I don't want
him to be taken advantage of when he goes to the shop as he is Thank you. RufusRufus
answered 10 months ago. I have b6 A4 2. Last time I had this on Audi A6 it was starter motor
fail. One thing I have learnt from 4 audis over last 20 years, wiring, electrics, sensors are
definitely the weakest link in the chain. Despite superb mechanical engineering, the electrics are
notorious for having a mind of their own. On the A6 my sunroof used to open entirely at
random, even when car was locked and left! Micheal answered 9 months ago. Hi, I have a Audi
Q7. It had many many issues when I bought it. Long story short, one cylinder is a bit scored and
causes the engine light to come on. There is a compression issue on this one cylinder, all the
rest are fine, it is misfiring. Every morning when I go to start it, it is fine, but could have a bit
more juice if you know what I mean. NOW, however, after driving the car for say half hour or
less, leave it off for a few minutes or longer it will not start or struggles very very bad to start
like the battery is flat. The battery is new and has been coded not an official Audi battery but big
enough to power the electrics but it does not start when it has warmed up. It has warm starting
issues. Any ideas what this could be. It starts when its cold with no problem just when its hot, it
wont start. Hi guys have a a3 fsi and she cranks but won't fire, I've checked all the usual
suspects and come up with nothing. Guru3T answered 7 months ago. Hi I have Audi A7 3.
Otherwise starting fine. Any tips what that can be? Guru3VZJK answered 7 months ago. I have
Audi A4 96 model. I parked it for about 3months now. It's not starting what should I do please.
GuruJC15K answered 6 months ago. I have audi a4 it showing epc and engine sign Its not
turning on the engjne is not getting ignited Please help. Georgieporgeepii answered 4 months
ago. Just had this problem. Everything comes on, nothing dims but starter won't crank at all.
Thought it was electronics, computer and remote, starter burnt. Checked battery-was at Any
comments??? Trap answered 2 months ago. Can some one tell me what did I di to ma b5
quattro I replace all doors and now the car dont crank,start lights come on its ay press the
clutch to start engine but no noise or anything going can come one help. Lbm answered 2
weeks ago. Where do I start? I dont think its the battery because the head lights still work, i dont
know what else it would be besides som I haven't drove the audi for a couple of days. Once I get
in it it wouldn't start. So I jumped it off. The battery had a bad cell so I replaced it. Now the car
will not crank but after about 15 min Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and make your
cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Audi A4
question. Search Audi A4 Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Ad vertisements. Here you will find fuse
box diagrams of Audi A4 and S4 , , , , , , , and , get information about the location of the fuse
panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout. There are two
blocks â€” on the right and on the left side of the instrument panel. It is located on the right side
of the trunk, behind the trim panel. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why
do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents. Fuse box location. Fuse box
diagrams. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the
best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are
happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Control modules electromechanical parking brake, shock
absorber, quattro sport, trailer hitch , DCDC converter. Two-door models: rear left window'
regulator, Four-door models: rear left door window regulator, central locking, switch, lighting.
Rig ht front door window regulator, central locking, mirror, switch, lighting. Two-door models :
rear right window regu lator, Four-door models: rear right door window regulator, central
locking, switch , lighti ng. Control modules electromechanical parking brake, shock absorber,
quattro sport , DCDC converter. Two-door models : rear right window regu lator, Four-door
models : rear right door window regulator, central locking, switch , lighting. Forums New posts
Search forums. What's new New posts Latest activity. Members Current visitors. Log in
Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in.
Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites

correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter houbaviy Start date
Oct 16, Oct 16, 1. Hello, I've been having intermittent starting issues with my Audi A4. The
engine cranks but doesn't start. So far, I've been able to start it eventually and once it gets
running everything is fine. The ABS fault seems to appear only if I've kept the ignition switch at
"power on" for about 30 seconds before trying to crank and is accompanied by the
corresponding warnings in the instrument cluster ABS and stability control both. These
disappear from the cluster upon restart. Sometimes I get an ECM - immobilizer communication
fault in the log sorry I don't have that log right now, so no code and the " - Voltage Supply Relay
for Engine Components " is frequent but not there all the time. Finally, from time to time
portions of the alphanumeric display in the instrument cluster are dimmer i. So there seems to
be some lose connection somewhere the J relay? Any pointers would be greatly appreciated.
People have suggested fuel pump issues as the cause the "crank but doesn't start" problem,
but given the codes below, we should probably rule problems with the fuel system out.
Regards, Hristo Code:. Oct 17, 2. Joined Jan 29, Messages 1, Reaction score 2, Location Hello,
Have a look at the Ross-Tech wiki pages for information about these fault codes. It could also
be a failed connection somewhere in the J circuit. Hope this helps, drpeter. Oct 17, 3. Thanks
and sorry for not going to the Wiki first. I tried browsing for , but that is hidden behind I put into
the search field of the Wiki , but when it didn't autofill I gave up. Next time, I'll hit return. I did
look at the wiring diagrams in my Bentley, and as far as I understand the J relay load circuit
includes the ignition coils and has nothing to do with the power to the actual ECM. Anyone
familiar with relays - can the relay go bad in a way that would make it difficult to switch on
initially but once switched on it would stay on? Regarding the faulty fuses and lose terminal
mentioned in the Wiki wouldn't these cause random stalling of the engine as opposed to startup
only problems? Sorry if these are stupid questions - I do Molecular Biology, electricity and
magnetism was a l-o-o-o-n-g time ago. Regards, Hristo. Oct 17, 4. Uwe Benevolent Dictator Staff
member. May 31, 5. TrenSeta New Member. Has anyone been able to resolve this issue? I drive
an 07 A4 and the symptoms directly reflect what is currently going on with car. Jun 1, 6. As
advised by Mr Uwe you should check the Engine Control Relay or, it could be a dry joins in your
ECU get someone to re-solder them by using the hot air gun. Last edited: Jun 1, May 10, 7. May
15, 8. We did not do almost any troubleshooting which sounds very wrong, I know and here's
why: 1. The codes clearly state ECM power supply issue 2. It started miles ago, happens
intermittently the worst ones to diagnose and has happened 3 times over 1k miles. We know
that these relays fail kind-a often and there's an upgraded part So we just replaced them both of
them. You must log in or register to reply here. Share: Share Link. Forums New posts Search
forums. What's new New posts Latest activity. Members Current visitors. Log in Register.
Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the
app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You
are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should
upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter cpockette Start date Aug 26, Aug 26, 1.
Does anyone know what the respective part numbers are for the relays in these spots? Aug 27,
2. Joined Jan 29, Messages 1, Reaction score 2, Location Hello, You should be able to use the
website PartsLink24, like the dealers parts catalog should grey-out that parts that are not
applicable and display the ones that are. Aug 29, 3. Thank you DrPeter, I signed up for access to
that site. What a huge help, much appreciated. Sep 1, 4. As a followup I am posting the results
of my scan. I have been chasing the 01 Engine faults for months. I have had a manifold flapper
repair kit installed with no noticeable change afterwards. I have read on other forums that
people have tracked similar faults to a faulty relay, which is where I'm at now, although I have
not had the time to get there. In any case, I've posted my scan, any in
dodge neon ebay
scion tc engine replacement
9 0391sb
put is appreciated. Also, the fault code for the airbags appears and disappears randomly with
different scans. At the moment I'm just focused on the Engine 01 codes as at least one of them
is throwing a check-engine. Labels: 8EEC. Drvr Labels: 8E Sep 5, 5. I got to the relays, and
admittedly am confused. The relay plate has 2 locations, and the relays in both of them are
identical, 8E0 According to the partslink24 website, and going strictly by the VIN, position 1
should have 8E0 , but position 2 should have 8E0 F Before I just replace position 2 with a
different relay, is there anything that would support why those 2 relays are the same? Last
edited: Sep 5, Sep 5, 6. Sep 5, 7. Here's what's in my car. Note there is an empty slot to the left
of the left-most relay, with no receptacle in it. First confusion, does that empty slot count as a
"position" with respect to the diagrams on partslink Last edited by a moderator: Sep 5, You

must log in or register to reply here. Share: Share Link.

